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Walking through a Chicago area mall, 
Sahid Taha reached down and held hands 
with the girl he liked. He felt nothing. It 
was bland. But Taha thought he was finally 
going to be straight.
In first grade, Taha was attracted to a 
boy in his class. At Catholic school, he was 
taught it was wrong to like boys, so he tried 
to force himself to like girls and convinced 
himself he had a crush on his female best 
friend.
“I had no idea what was going on with 
me; one, because I was having feelings for 
males, but at the same time, I was stuck in 
a society where it says you can’t do that,” 
Taha said.
Taha, junior in electrical engineering, 
didn’t accept he was gay until his sopho-
more year in high school, three years after 
being confronted by his mother.
He heard his name being screamed 
from the living room and when Taha came 
in he saw his mother sitting on the couch 
holding her laptop. Taha’s mother flipped 
the laptop around and showed him a web-
site he had visited earlier. It was gay porn.
“I was freaking out, and I just didn’t 
say a word,” Taha said. “I just cried and 
cried just standing there while she was 
sitting on the couch.” His mom then sent 
him to his room.
Taha said that from seventh grade un-
til his sophomore year of high school, he 
tried to change even more than before. 
Taha spiraled into a suicidal depression.
“I would pray to God; I would pray to 
Allah; I didn’t care who the hell I was pray-
ing to,” Taha said. “I was just like please one 
day can I just wake up and just be straight, 
because my life would just be a thousand 
times easier if it was just that way.”
He tried to date girls in high school, 
but Taha was not physically attracted to 
them. Taha liked men but couldn’t see 
himself dating one, because society said it 
was not OK.
When Taha was 15, he brought up the 
topic to his mom. Through tears, Taha told 
his mom he was so confused, and he was 
not attracted to women.
Taha’s mom just smiled and said, 
“You’re gay,” and talked with him about it 
while they sat in his room.
“Once she accepted it, it was so much 
easier to come out to everybody else be-
cause I felt like if I have the support and 
the love of my mom still, then it doesn’t 
matter who else supported or loved me,” 
Taha said. “I still have my mom.”
Melanie Pope, junior in elementary 
education, said there was a lot of under-
handed anti-gay sentiment at her high 
school. People would say “that’s so gay” 
often.
“It was frustrating,” Pope said. “It’s not 
something nice to hear all the time that 
what you are is something bad.”
For a long time, Pope denied liking 
girls and thought she couldn’t possibly be 
gay. The first time Pope was faced with her 
sexual identity was when she felt like she 
had a crush on her best friend.
Pope came out as bisexual after she 
moved to Minnesota and her class size 
increased by 400. She got involved in an 
anime community that she felt was very 
embracing of the LGBT community.
Pope is vice president of the LGBTA 
Alliance and is a member of Gamma 
Rho Lambda, sorority for LGBT and ally 
women.
Pope was slow to come out to people 
in her major.
“It’s really complicated because you’ll 
hear stories of like elementary school 
teachers facing a lot of discrimination from 
parents for their orientation,” Pope said.
The longer Pope has been in her ma-
jor, the more welcoming it has turned out 
to be she said.
Taha is in Sigma Chi fraternity. Taha 
said he was accepted by most of his fra-
ternity right away and that others became 
more accepting as they got to know him.
“It’s not always about being rejected 
by your parents or having family hate 
you,” Pope said. “There are families that will 
love and accept you and friends who won’t 
turn their backs to you. I think that’s the 
best part.”
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— MELANIE POPE
“It’s not always about being rejected by your 
parents or having family hate you...”
love and accept
“There are families that will
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There was a time in Melanie Pope’s life she denied the possiblity of liking girls. Now Pope is the vice president of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Ally Alliance at Iowa State. 
By Greg.Zwiers
@iowastatedaily.com
Students share stories  
of rejection, acceptance
The ISU Surplus 
program has organized 
a bike auction for stu-
dents, staff and mem-
bers of the public who 
are looking for a cheap, 
used bike.
Any bike on cam-
pus that is not registered 
with the university, is 
parked illegally or has 
not been moved from 
a bike rack for an ex-
tended period of time is 
deemed “abandoned” by 
the ISU Department of 
Public Safety and is im-
pounded by them.
After 90 days, which 
is the legally required 
amount of time, if the 
bike is not claimed by 
its rightful owner, it 
is turned over to ISU 
Surplus to be sold at their 
weekly general surplus 
sale every Wednesday.
“The best thing stu-
dents can do with their 
bikes is register them 
with the DPS,” said Mark 
Ludwig, program coor-
dinator of Central Stores. 
“That way then, if they 
are abandoned or stolen 
and they are registered, 
then the DPS can at least 
try to contact that per-
son and get their bike 
back to them.”
However, this year 
for whatever reason, the 
amount of bikes sent to 
ISU Surplus got to be far 
too many, Ludwig said. 
In an attempt to control 
the influx of bikes taking 
up space in its building, 
the program decided to 
hold one big auction for 
bikes only.
Nearly 300 bikes 
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Melanie Pope, left, and Sid Taha discussed with the Daily the difficulties and hurdles they and 
others in the LGBT community have faced when coming out to their peers and families.
Every day, hundreds of 
cyclists on Iowa State’s cam-
pus compete for road space 
with drivers, pedestrians 
and CyRide. 
Bikers can be found on 
the bike paths, sidewalks 
and in the streets; but what 
are the rules of the road per-
taining to them? 
Iowa State’s Campus 
follows the same rules for 
cyclists as the state of Iowa. 
This means that bicyclists 
are given the same rights 
and responsibilities as any 
other driver according to 
the Ames Municipal Code. 
Bikers have to yield to 
right-of-way traffic, remain 
on designated bike paths 
when available and use re-
flectors after dark. 
“If you’re a bike, you’re 
a vehicle,” said Conrad 
Brendel, president of the 
ISU Cycling Club. “Iowa’s 
passing a law that … cars 
must change lanes to pass 
bikes. Most other states 
only require 3 feet.” 
Bicyclists are not the 
only ones responsible for is-
sues, Brendel said. 
“Cars are responsible, 
too, for not texting or blow-
ing stop signs,” Brendel 
said. 
The municipal code 
does not necessarily keep 
everyone completely safe. 
“Anyone who’s ridden 
long enough knows some-
one ... who’s been hit,” said 
Jesse Leonard, race coordi-
nator of the Cycling Club. “If 
you follow the rules, you’ll 
be safe.” 
The city of Ames also 
requires people to have one 
hand on the handlebars and 
for all bikes to be registered. 
However, this doesn’t mean 
all bikes are registered. 
“There are thousands 
[of bikes] on campus,” said 
Mark Miller, manager of 
Iowa State’s parking divi-
sion. “Registration never 
expires. … There could be 
bikes that were registered 
15 years ago on campus.” 
Since the first of the 
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Every day, hundreds of cyclists compete for road space with drivers, pedestrians, and the 
Cyride. Iowa State’s campus follows the same rules for cyclists as the state of Iowa.
Bikers face same road rules as drivers Auction to sell off 
‘abandoned’ bikes 
at ISU Surplus
By Brian.Day
@iowastatedaily.com
CYCLISTS p3 >> AUCTION p3 >>
By Julie.Paulson
@iowastatedaily.com
Bids to start  
at $1 for bikes 
impounded by 
Public Safety
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Police Blotter: 
Oct. 4 
Anthony Haban, 28, 101 
Blackberry Court, was arrested 
and charged with public 
intoxication at Knapp Street 
and Lynn Avenue (reported  
at 2:22 a.m.).
An individual reported a man 
had placed stickers on painted 
door frames, woodwork and 
signs at the Hub (reported  
at 9:17 a.m.).
An individual reported the 
theft of a bike at Larch Hall 
(reported at 6:09 p.m.).
Officers assisted an 18-year- 
old male who had consumed 
too much alcohol at Helser 
Hall. The individual was 
transported by ambulance to 
Mary Greeley Medical Center 
(reported at 10:17 p.m.).
Alexander Stanley, 18, 2262 
Willow Hall, was arrested 
and charged with public 
intoxication at Barton Hall 
(reported at 10:35 p.m.).
Brandon Ganey, 19, 4822 
Helser Hall, was arrested 
and charged with public 
intoxication at Union Drive 
(reported at 11:58 p.m.).
Oct. 5
Officers assisted an 18-year-
old male who had consumed 
too much alcohol at Helser 
Hall. The individual was 
transported by ambulance to 
Mary Greeley Medical Center 
(reported at 12:35 a.m.).
Garrett Starr, 18, 322 Maple 
Hall, was cited for underage 
possession of alcohol at Maple 
Hall (reported at 12:56 a.m.).
Officers assisted an 18-year-
old female who had 
consumed too much alcohol 
at Helser Hall (reported  
at 1:05 a.m.).
Officers assisted a 20-year-
old female who had 
consumed too much alcohol 
at Hunt Street and Sheldon 
Avenue. The individual was 
transported by ambulance to 
Mary Greeley Medical Center 
(reported at 1:05 a.m.).
Officers assisted an 18-year-
old male who had consumed 
too much alcohol at Friley 
Hall. The individual was 
transported by ambulance to 
Mary Greeley Medical Center 
(reported at 1:08 a.m.).
Donovan Bissell, 21, 1400 Co- 
conino Road, Apt 226, was  
arrested and charged with  
public intoxication at Morten- 
sen Road and State Avenue 
(reported at 1:29 a.m.).
Mustafa Hafeez, 21, 2635 
Knapp St., was arrested and  
charged with public 
intoxication at Hayward 
Avenue and Knapp Street 
(reported at 2:01 a.m.).
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Ames, ISU 
Police 
Departments
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Sam Mereness, junior in mechanical engineering, tries out a wheelchair with some of his friends at the “Step Into My World” 
event, part of Disability Awareness Week. Many events on campus emphasized how people in wheelchairs completed tasks.
Students experience life in a wheelchair 
during Disability Awareness Week event
Not being able to move quickly 
through a crowd or see what is directly 
in front of you are examples of daily 
struggles that people with physical 
disabilities have to face. 
This past week was Disability 
Awareness Week at Iowa State. 
In collaboration with campus 
partners, Student Disability Resources 
and the Alliance for Disability 
Awareness sponsored events across 
campus. One of the main events, “Step 
Into My World,” took place on Tuesday 
and Thursday. 
On Tuesday, students, faculty and 
staff could participate in simulations 
of daily activities of people with mo-
bility challenges. This event took place 
at the Union Drive Marketplace. 
“One student was able to use a 
wheelchair and gain the experienc-
es from the simulation,” said Steve 
Moats, director of disability resources. 
Moats said each student had to 
move through the crowded dining hall 
and just try to get their food as normal 
and find a seat. 
“The typical reaction is how dif-
ficult it is to navigate through a busy 
cafeteria and just being able to also 
keep their food and drinks safe was 
very difficult,” Moats said. 
On Thursday, the event was in 
Eaton Hall, which allowed more stu-
dents to participate in the simulations. 
The room was set up with differ-
ent scenarios. One was maneuvering 
a wheelchair to pick up items on the 
ground. 
Korey Kollasch, graduate in 
higher education, chose this task. 
Kollasch’s reaction was of “how hard 
it actually was to steer the wheelchair 
and to get in to certain positions ... to 
go where you want to go.” 
“It was a struggle to hold my back 
pack on the chair while just moving 
around,” Kollasch said. 
Mariah Dougherty, freshman in 
dietetics, brought up the issues that 
she feels would be a problem after do-
ing some of the simulations. 
“There are so many stairs every-
where, that I could see how it could 
inconvenience people with mobility 
challenges to get around, especially 
the older buildings,” Dougherty said. 
The difficulty of having mobility 
challenges is something that Nicole 
Eagin, freshman in food science, also 
felt when wheeling around. 
“You think in your head, ‘Oh this 
is just easy, I can just roll around,’ but 
it’s actually a lot more complex, and a 
lot harder then that,” Eagin said. 
Dougherty said she is happy 
people can come together and learn 
about this. Moats said the overall goal 
of this is awareness. 
“Hopefully this event will have 
some positive implications, whether 
that be holding a door for somebody 
or pushing a chair in for chair users, 
that seems like a simple thing but it re-
ally can make an impact,” Moats said.
By Logan.Olson
@iowastatedaily.com
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OCTOBER 11-17TH:
REGISTRATION OPENS ON 
ISUBOOKSTORE.COM
FEES ARE ONLY $15!
GET YOUR 
PAIR OF BIBS 
TO DECK OUT 
IN CYCLONE 
PRIDE AND 
ENTER FOR
YOUR CHANCE
TO WIN!
cyclones
bibs
BIKE AUCTION
More than 200 bicycles!
Saturday, Oct. 19  Viewing begins at 9 a.m. | Auction begins at 10 a.m.
ISU Surplus Warehouse 1120 Southern Hills Drive, Suite 105 
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from a range of brands 
and models will be avail-
able for bidding Saturday 
morning. 
Bidding will start at 
$1, and in the past, bikes 
have gone for anywhere 
from $1 for older, out-of-
date models, to nearly 
$600 for newer, high-end 
models.
“We’re here for the 
students,” said Norm 
Hill, director of Central 
Stores. “Sure, you can go 
to Walmart and pick up a 
decent bike for $80, but 
you’re going to get the 
same bike from me for $10 
or $15.”
All of the money made 
through the auction is giv-
en back to the university in 
some way. 
Last year, ISU Surplus 
gave back $359,000 to 
Iowa State from money it 
made through its weekly 
Wednesday sales.
The auction will be 
at ISU Surplus, which is 
located at 1102 Southern 
Hills Drive in Ames. 
Viewing of the bikes starts 
at 9 a.m. with the auc-
tion to follow at 10 a.m. 
Saturday.
“I’m really trying to 
get the word out to the stu-
dents more than we ever 
have this year,” Hill said. 
“Everything is expensive, 
and this is one of the true 
values that’s left.”
>>CYCLISTS p1
year, 1,022 bicycles have been registered 
in Ames. Iowa State handles registration, 
and licenses are issued by the city of Ames. 
Registration is free, and the applications 
may be found online or at the Armory. 
Parking bikes on campus is another is-
sue that cyclists must deal with. Bicycles are 
to be parked in the bike racks and not on 
lawns or chained to trees, according to the 
parking division’s website. However, tickets 
are not often given for parking violations. 
“Typically, we just leave a flyer on the 
bike,” Miller said. “Bikes parked on the 
medical ramps will be impounded.” 
Brendel stated that many bicyclists do 
not follow bike parking laws and that the 
laws are not really enforced. 
There is also not a helmet law in Iowa 
or in the city of Ames. 
“It’s up to you to be safe,” Brendel said.
Hayley Hochstetler/Iowa State Daily
More than 200 different brands and models of ‘abandoned’ bicycles will be up for auction this Saturday morning at ISU Sur-
plus. Bidding will start at $1, and all of the money made through the auction will be given back to the university in some way.
>>AUCTION p3
In 1972, five burglars were arrested 
for breaking into the Democratic National 
Headquarters in Washington. 
The break in, which eventually would 
be traced back to the White House, led 
to President Richard Nixon’s resignation 
in 1974 and remains the only instance 
in American history that a president has 
resigned. 
On Thursday, Edward Mezvinsky and 
Elizabeth Holtzman, who both served 
on the House Judiciary Committee dur-
ing the scandal, and Jonathan Yarowsky, 
who served as general counsel for the 
same committee in the 1980s and 1990s, 
led a panel discussion on “Watergate 
Forty Years Later: What Lessons Have We 
Learned?”
“I heard those tapes, and I became 
enraged,” Mezvinsky said.  “I became 
enraged how people were not thinking 
about our country.” 
Mezvinsky said he was elected at the 
time Watergate was breaking. He grew up 
in Ames. 
Before the discussion began, the 
audience of  about 350 people watched 
a 10-minute “Reflections on Watergate” 
video, in which two of the panelists were 
featured. The personal reflections of each 
panelist followed. 
Holtzman began by recounting the 
entire series of events, from the break-
in, to the Saturday Night Massacre, to the 
Supreme Court ruling Nixon would have 
to turn over the “smoking gun” tape and 
all the way through to the impeachment 
process. 
Holtzman said she credited the 
courts for being the first to respond by 
giving the burglars tough sentences in the 
hopes one of them would cave. 
Holtzman was a new member of 
the House Judiciary Committee at the 
time. She said in the video that she 
probably would not have been as-
signed the position had anyone real-
ized the question of whether or not the 
president should be impeached would 
come up precisely because she was 
so new. 
“People who end up on that commit-
tee end up making big decisions,” said 
Yarowsky, whose time on the committee 
came after Watergate. 
The panelists were prompted to 
recount their most vivid memories of 
the scandal and were asked what les-
sons should have been learned from 
Watergate. 
“After 40 years, we appear to have for-
gotten the critical lessons of Watergate,” 
Holtzman said. 
She compared the presidential abuse 
of power of Nixon’s era to more recent 
presidents, including George W. Bush and 
incidents involving waterboarding. 
Josephine Nguyen, senior in event 
management, helped in the planning of 
the event. She said she had to do a lot of 
personal research beforehand. 
“[The lecture] was really informa-
tional,” Nguyen said. 
She said she had been helping plan 
the event since August. 
The reflections of the panelists 
were followed by a question and answer 
session. 
Prior to Thursday’s panel discussion, 
Mezvinsky turned over a collection of his 
congressional papers to Iowa State, in-
cluding the ones regarding Watergate. 
“It was probably Congress’s finest 
hours in many ways,” Mezvinsky said 
about the Watergate scandal.
Panelists reflect on lessons from Watergate
By Lissandra.Villa
@iowastatedaily.com
 ■ June 17, 1972: Arrest at the Democratic National 
Headquarters
 ■ Nov. 7, 1972: Nixon is reelected for second term
 ■ Oct. 20, 1973: Saturday Night Massacre
 ■ Aug. 8, 1974: Nixon resigns
Timeline
Hayley Hochstetler/Iowa State Daily
Former U.S. Reps. Edward Mezvinsky, left, who represented Iowa’s 1st District, and Elizabeth 
Holtzman, of New York, and Jonathan Yarowsky, general counsel to the House Judiciary Com-
mittee, discuss the results and lessons learned from the Watergate scandal.
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Editorial
The first amendment of the U.S. Constitution guarantees, among 
other things, our right as cit-
izens to freedom of speech. 
That guarantee has been 
taken up by some as a bar-
rier behind which they can 
cower from rightly deserved 
criticism.
The First Amendment 
prohibits the government 
from censoring its citizens. 
In no way, shape or form 
does it act to censure the 
responses of others when 
someone decides to speak 
in an offensive or otherwise 
inappropriate way. 
This is because a re-
sponse does not censure the 
original speaker, it merely 
suggests acknowledge-
ment of what was said and 
allows for either approval or 
disapproval.
Every time someone 
opens his mouth or puts his 
words on paper, he is put-
ting his views into the public 
realm. That public realm is 
open to everyone else too, so 
if the public finds fault with 
what you say or how you go 
about saying it, it has the 
right to tell you so.
That interplay of dif-
ferent people’s rights can 
understandably create some 
friction. What seems to some 
to be a completely normal 
or innocent belief can be 
taken by others as extremely 
offensive, potentially result-
ing in a back-and-forth of 
heated responses — all of 
which are protected by the 
Constitution.
There are examples of 
all kinds that illustrate this, 
but one of the most contro-
versial may be the issue of 
same-sex marriage. While 
those who criticize such 
pairings might feel that they 
are simply voicing an opin-
ion about what they think, 
what is often heard is much 
different.
Same-sex couples have 
been historically shut out 
of programs and benefits 
we consider completely ap-
propriate for spouses, such 
as qualifying for adoption or 
having power of attorney in 
medical emergencies. They 
are not going to react well 
when told that they should 
not get to marry because 
your religion tells you it is 
wrong.
In this example, as in 
others, there is a double 
standard created. There 
is undoubtedly a growing 
consensus in this country 
that it is OK to support some 
specific causes and that it is 
not OK to support others.
This inherent double 
standard is not necessarily 
an evil though. The different 
ways of reacting to others’ 
views do not arise through 
an arbitrary distinction. 
There can be very good 
reasons for disdaining a 
particular opinion.
One of the most no-
torious examples of this is 
Westboro Baptist Church. 
This group has made a 
rather infamous name for 
itself across the country 
by protesting funerals and 
holding signs thanking God 
for dead soldiers and telling 
homosexuals that they will 
burn in hell.
Despite the almost 
universal outrage at what 
Westboro Baptist Church 
stands for, there are no laws 
prohibiting their demonstra-
tions, and the organization 
itself has not been ordered 
by law to disband.
This is because our 
legal system is a place where 
we get to express our ideas 
freely. 
There are certain pro-
tections guaranteed by our 
Constitution, which guards 
against laws that would let 
the majority tyrannize the 
minority, no matter how dis-
liked the minority may be.
It is certainly the right 
of any individual to express 
what he or she thinks, which 
might itself be offensive, in 
an even more offensive way. 
That does not mean that 
everyone is going to accept 
such words with open arms, 
and it does not mean that 
everyone should, despite 
the protected status of those 
words.
Ultimately, there are 
certain views that receive a 
lot of flack simply by being 
stated out loud. But does 
that mean that we should 
police ourselves against 
such reactions?
Absolutely not.
We should ridicule 
some beliefs. 
We should try to make 
some people ashamed to 
speak their mind. 
We should call out indi-
viduals who utter offensive 
views. 
This is not because 
everyone should think the 
same way on every issue — 
it is because there are some 
beliefs that really are shame-
ful to have.
Double standards defi-
nitely exist in the realm of 
public speech, and they do 
say a lot about our society. 
They say we will not be 
tolerant of intolerance; they 
say we are tired of oppres-
sive opinions being voiced 
in public.
Most importantly, they 
say that while we respect the 
legal protection others are 
given to say what they wish, 
we will not allow bigoted or 
hateful speech to go com-
pletely unpunished.
In the 1960s and 1970s, our nation estab-
lished several guidelines by which we were to 
construct a more fair society. Being a time of 
civil rights activism, this era was contained 
more strides toward equality than any other.
One of these guidelines was Title IX of 
the Educational Amendments of 1972. The 
law states: “No person in the U.S. shall, on the 
basis of sex be excluded from participation in, 
or denied the benefits of, or be subjected to 
discrimination under any education program 
or activity receiving federal aid.”
When applied to financial aid and educa-
tional aspects of universities, Title IX has done 
great things. This legislation has helped nar-
row the gap between male and female college 
graduates, especially in what had previously 
been considered masculine fields of study.
In the years following Title IX’s implemen-
tation, great steps were taken toward equality 
in academia. By 1994, women were receiving 
34 percent of medical degrees, a huge increase 
from the 9 percent they were receiving before 
Title IX. Similarly, percentage of law degrees 
earned by women grew from 7 percent to 43 
percent. Obviously, this legislation was (and in 
academia, still might be) necessary.
However, Title IX’s application to the ath-
letic side of education has caused more than 
a little controversy over the years. The law 
required schools to fund men’s and women’s 
sports equally, so that no person could be 
denied participation in a sport based on sex.
Now, more than 40 years later, it might 
be time to re-evaluate the necessity of Title 
IX in collegiate sports. Iowa State currently 
has six men’s sports and 10 women’s sports. 
This difference is a result of the much larger 
funding that goes into sports like football or 
men’s basketball, necessitating a wider range 
of women’s sports to achieve equal funding.
The problem with this is that now, Title 
IX is backfiring, as male athletes are unable to 
participate in particular sports. For example, 
Iowa State’s baseball team, which had existed 
as early as 1892, played its last season in 2001. 
As the beloved American pastime, it was a 
shame to see baseball go. It is more of a shame 
that capable baseball players are no longer 
funded and supported by the university, due 
to “budget cuts” that were a result of equaliz-
ing men’s and women’s sports at Iowa State.
Another example is Cyclone Hockey. The 
team has enjoyed success for several years, 
and their games are attended by many college 
students. However, due to funding limitations, 
they are not an official ISU collegiate sport 
(and probably won’t be any time soon).
Though there are both baseball and 
hockey clubs teams at Iowa State, it isn’t right 
that such talented individuals do not see the 
official support and fanfare provided to other 
ISU sports. At this point, men are suffering 
the same fate that Title IX attempted to save 
women from: gender discrimination.
Because of the restrictions created by Title 
IX, men are now unable to play in collegiate 
sports for which they are highly qualified. 
The necessity of equal funding for men’s and 
women’s sports, paired with the inevitably 
massive funding that goes to football, prevents 
worthy men’s sports from being fully college-
sponsored, funded and supported.
In the greater scheme of gender equality, 
collegiate sports might seem insignificant. 
However, if we overlook the reverse discrimi-
nation now being served to male athletes, we 
have hardly learned our lesson.
Forty years down the road from Title IX’s 
original implementation, we need to step back 
and consider adjusting the rules established 
by this legislation in university athletics.
Title IX’s purpose is noble, but when it 
gets in the way of equality for men or women, 
it is time to recalibrate our need for it.
John is a recent graduate of Iowa State. He is starting out at his new career making approximately 
$30,000 a year. John is beginning a 
new life. He has a car and a house, and 
wants to be able to start a family soon. 
John has one thing that looms over 
him, one thing that is going to hold 
back John from some of the things he 
wants to start his life: the heavy weight 
of student loans.
USA Today ranked the state of Iowa 
No. 6 for schools with the most student 
debt. In Iowa, 72 percent of students 
take out student loans. The debt of the 
average student graduating in 2013 will 
pile up to nearly $30,000. Imagine — 
$30,000 in debt. As recent graduates 
just starting new jobs, how will we be 
able to pay off our debt?
For John to pay off his loans, it 
would take an entire year’s salary. He 
is going to have to save up and pay 
over a few years rather than all at once. 
What about the graduates who don’t 
get a job right away? The poverty line in 
America for a one-person household is 
$11,490. This means that what we are 
paying back in student loans more than 
doubles what people below the poverty 
line have to live off of. The poverty 
line in America for a family of four is 
$23,550.
Times are tough in America and 
struggling parents cannot afford to 
send their child to school when the 
amount that they will be paying in 
loans is higher than the amount they 
are bringing into the household. To 
think, that cost is only for one child. If 
both children want to attend college, 
the debt the parents would be facing 
would be nearly unmanageable; now 
imagine families with three, four, five 
children.
Let’s say, in a different case, John 
graduates and doesn’t start his career 
right away. He is working day in and 
day out in a local diner to pay off his 
student debt, but in this situation, he 
is living below the poverty line. If he 
makes $15,000 a year and pays $100 
a month, John will be paying for his 
student loans for 25 years. It looks like 
John can kiss the new car and new 
house goodbye. If John chooses to start 
a family after graduating, his loans will 
take even longer to pay off. He will have 
to put the life he desires on hold in 
order to pay off his debt. What does all 
of this information mean for students?
Thankfully, many students are able 
to receive money from the FAFSA, Pell 
Grants and scholarships. These three 
things help diminish debt for many 
individuals. 
For the students who are not 
receiving any financial support, it 
would be wise to think about paying off 
student debt sooner rather than later.
Many loans are unsubsidized and 
will gain interest over time, so paying 
on loans now would be more beneficial 
than waiting and paying on them later. 
Gaining a college education is impor-
tant in today’s economy and in order to 
get ahead, we, as graduating students, 
may have to start out behind.
For families living below the 
poverty line, there are financial aid op-
tions. Students with a greater financial 
need can get larger amounts from 
their FAFSA, as it is based in part off of 
parents’ incomes. As more and more 
students from low income families 
receive college educations, the op-
portunity to change meritocracy in the 
United States increases.
“Your future is what you make it” 
becomes more of a truth every day as 
more and more students attend college 
to get higher paying jobs.
Student loans do not look as 
though they are going to be going 
away any time soon for any of us. The 
sooner we start paying, the sooner they 
will disappear. Finishing school in the 
allotted time you plan to attend and 
beginning to pay off loans before you 
graduate will help decrease student 
debt.
After graduation, when we go out 
and get our “big kid” jobs, it will be 
beneficial for us to pay ahead, or more 
than the minimum per month. Nobody 
wants to spend 25 years paying off our 
student loans, because, like John, we 
want new homes, cars and families.
What we all want is to escape the 
looming cloud of debt and find the 
sunny side of life — the sooner, the 
better.
Title IX needs 
recalibration 
on men’s sports
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Debt from student loans leaves grads 
working hard all while staying broke
double standards
 
The necessity for
in speech
Leah Stasieluk/Iowa State Daily
USA Today ranked the state of Iowa as No. 6 for schools with the most student debt,  
with the 2013 average student loan debt piling up to nearly $30,000. About 72 percent 
of college students in the state of Iowa takes out student loans. 
Courtesy photo: Iowa State University Library/Special 
Collections Department
The ISU baseball program dates back to 1892, 
including College World Series appearances in 
1957 and 1970. 
Recent graduates face 
sentence of 25 years 
paying $30,000 in debt
Right to speak 
does not make 
our speech right 
 CYCLONETM HOCKEY WHERE WINNING IS A WAY OF LIFE CYCLONETM HOCKEY
IOWA STATE CYCLONES 
vs. 
WILLISTON STATE TETONS
FRIDAY, OCT. 18 @ 7:30 PM
SATURDAY, OCT. 19 @ 8:00 P.M.
AMES/ISU ICE ARENA
SINGLE TICKETS
CHILD $5
STUDENT $7
ADULT $10
GROUP RATES 
AVAILABLE!
CALL 294-6164
SEASON TICKETS
 CHILD $75
 STUDENT $95
 ADULT $150
FOLLOW ONLINE 
CycloneHockey.com
/CycloneHockey
@CycloneHockey
After two weeks off from outside 
competition, the ISU women’s cross-
country team is headed back to the 
course.
The Cyclones will be competing in 
the Wisconsin Adidas Invitational on 
Saturday with hopes of winning their 
second Adidas Invitational title in two 
years.
“It’s a whole different race up in 
Wisconsin,” said ISU captain Maggie 
Gannon. “It’s a much 
bigger race with tons of 
teams, and it is a lot more 
like nationals, which will 
help us prepare for the 
bigger meets later on.”
The field will fea-
ture some of the highest 
ranked teams in the na-
tion this weekend.
Twenty-six teams, ei-
ther nationally ranked  or 
receiving enough votes in 
the national poll, will be 
competing in the meet, 
as well as seven of the 
top-10 teams.
In facing a field of 
that caliber this weekend, 
ISU coach Andrea Grove-
McDonough knows her team will need 
to stay focused, and not worry so much 
about the other teams.
“There are so many good teams at 
this meet. The one thing we don’t want 
to do is to get too focused on beating 
a certain team,” Grove-McDonough 
said. “We need to stay focused on com-
peting all-around and running our 
race.”
No. 28 Iowa State is coming off 
a fifth-place finish at the Roy Griak 
Invitational that took place on Sept. 28, 
where sophomore Crystal Nelson fin-
ished third. 
It was a feat that earned her the Big 
12 Runner of the Week award.
Nelson isn’t focusing much on her 
performance at the Griak, however. All 
she is worried about is continuing to get 
better.
“This meet is all about seeing what 
our team can do at this point in the sea-
son,” Nelson said. “Individually, I hope I 
can do better than last year both physi-
cally and mentally.”
With regionals just less than one 
month away, Gannon knows how im-
portant it is for the Cyclones to stay fo-
cused on what really matters.
“The most important meet for us is 
the regional meet, so that we can qualify 
for nationals,” Gannon said. “This week-
end is important, but we need to keep it 
in perspective with what really matters.”
The runners will start their 6-ki-
lometer race at noon Saturday at the 
Thomas Zimmer Championship Cross-
Country Course in Madison, Wis.
Grove-McDonough said she feels 
her team has put in lots of extra work 
these last two weeks, and thinks the 
runners have made all the proper ad-
justments to be successful this weekend.
“I just want us to take a step forward. 
That’s all I’m looking for every time,” 
Grove-McDonough said. “The girls’ con-
fidence seems to have taken a step for-
ward, and now it’s just time to see how 
everything plays out in the race.”
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Adidas Invite 
provides strong 
competition 
for women’s 
cross-country
 ■ No. 1 Providence
 ■ No. 3 Arizona
 ■ No. 4 Washington
 ■ No. 7 New Mexico
 ■ No. 8 Arkansas
 ■ No. 9 Michigan 
State
 ■ No. 10 San 
Francisco
 ■ No. 13 Dartmouth
 ■ No. 15 Cornell
 ■ No. 17 Duke
 ■ No. 22 Minnesota
 ■ No. 24 Boston 
College
 ■ No. 25 Vanderbilt
 ■ No. 26 BYU
 ■ No. 28 Iowa State
 ■ No. 29 Texas
 ■ No. 30 Notre Dame
 ■ Columbia (RV)
 ■ Indiana (RV)
 ■ North Carolina 
State (RV)
 ■ Wisconsin (RV)
 ■ Harvard (RV)
 ■ Florida (RV)
 ■ Syracuse (RV)
 ■ UCLA (RV)
 ■ Texas A&M (RV)
*RV — Teams 
receiving votes  
in the national poll
Field of teams  
for women’s race
By Ryan.Young
@iowastatedaily.com
Wally Burnham has seen 
just about everything in his 
40 years of coaching defense. 
From a smash-mouth offense 
to the ever-evolving spread 
offense, Burnham has faced 
it all.
But when he sat down to 
watch Baylor on film earlier 
this week, preparing to prep 
his defense, Burnham still 
managed to be in awe.
“Wow,” Burnham said of 
his reaction to watching the 
Baylor offense. “You sit down 
and watch Baylor wide receiv-
ers and it’s actually scary, it’s 
really scary. The speed and 
athletic ability that those guys 
have is amazing. It really is 
amazing.”
The offense of No. 12 
Baylor (5-0, 2-0 Big 12) is 
athletic, fast and around the 
top in the country across the 
board in each offensive statis-
tical category. The Bears aver-
age a national best 63.4 points 
and 715.4 yards per game.
Baylor quarterback Bryce 
Petty averages 338 yards 
passing per game, throw-
ing 18 touchdowns to one 
interception so far this sea-
son. Running back Lache 
Seastrunk is averaging 9.9 
yards per carry on the ground.
Opponents have had the 
ball an average of 10 min-
utes longer than Baylor this 
season, yet the Bears still av-
erage more than a point per 
minute and have held their 
opponents to an average of 18 
points per game.
“They’re just so simple 
in how they get it done,” said 
ISU coach Paul Rhoads. “The 
ball is out of the quarterback’s 
hand so fast — vertically or 
horizontally or handing it off 
— and everything they do … 
is fast and largely efficient be-
cause of that. They perform at 
an alarming rate to anybody 
in the country thus far in the 
season.”
Iowa State (1-4, 0-2) 
doesn’t have the expectation 
of stopping Baylor’s offense, 
which hasn’t been shutout 
since the 2007-08 season 
when it opened with a 27-0 
loss against TCU That doesn’t 
mean all hope is lost.
“You can’t do much. We 
know what they do out of cer-
tain personnel groups, but be-
ing able to stop it is the main 
thing we’re trying to work on,” 
Burnham said. “Trying to slow 
it down I should say.”
The Bears finished No. 
2 in total yards per game a 
year ago. The Cyclones man-
aged to slow the Bears down 
last season with a 35-21 vic-
tory at Jack Trice Stadium. In 
that game, the ISU defense 
allowed 541 yards, but its of-
fense kept the ball nearly 40 
minutes and put up 557 yards 
of its own.
The key to slowing Baylor 
offense down a second-
straight season?
“With no humor intend-
ed, the first thing you’ve got to 
do is keep them all in front of 
you,” Rhoads said. “You’ve got 
to keep them in front of you 
and try to control them.”
Iowa State had a simi-
lar plan last week in its 42-35 
loss against Texas Tech, who 
sits behind Baylor in the Big 
12 averaging 41.8 points per 
game.
Burnham and his defense 
have seen this before. Such is 
life against Big 12 offenses.
“It’s an opportunity for 
us; it’s a great challenge,” said 
linebacker Luke Knott. “That’s 
why you come and play in the 
Big 12 is to face an offense like 
[Baylor] and try and find out 
solutions to a powerhouse of-
fense like theirs.”
aspires to slow down 
     offensive powerhouse
By Alex.Halsted
@iowastatedaily.com
The ISU volleyball team has finished 
second in the Big 12 in three of the past 
four seasons. In all three instances, Texas 
has finished first.
On Saturday, the Cyclones (10-5, 4-1 
Big 12) will travel to Austin, Texas, for their 
first of two guaranteed meetings with the 
No. 3 Longhorns (12-2, 5-0) this season, 
hoping to continue evening a rivalry that 
has been historically one-sided.
When the two teams met last 
November, Iowa State defeated the then-
No. 3 Longhorns 3-2 in Ames, improving 
its all-time series deficit to 32-4.
“We seem to always have a great rival-
ry and a great match with them, it doesn’t 
seem to matter what kind of year each 
of us are having,” said ISU coach Christy 
Johnson-Lynch. “The good thing is every 
year we get closer and closer to matching 
up with them physically, so now there’s 
not much that separates us.”
The Cyclones were able to top the 
Longhorns last year in Ames, but attempt-
ing to do so in Austin will be more diffi-
cult. Texas hasn’t lost a Big 12 match at 
home in 38 consecutive matches dating 
back to 2008.
The Longhorns have excelled in mul-
tiple areas this season, ranking first in the 
Big 12 in hitting percentage and third in 
blocks. Iowa State is working in practice 
this week on speeding up its offense to 
allow themselves to get past Texas’ big 
blockers.
In terms of setting up their own 
blocking, the Cyclones have been making 
improvements of late but still rank last in 
the conference in that area. ISU middle 
blocker Tenisha Matlock knows what she’s 
up against this weekend.
“I always look forward to playing 
Texas,” Matlock said. “It’s a big challenge 
for me, just because from my position, 
I feel like I can play with them, and I 
feel like my team can play with them, 
as well.”
The lack of a midweek match for 
Iowa State has presented it with more 
practice time than usual.
The Cyclones have won five of 
their last six matches overall and lead 
the conference in aces per game, but 
Johnson-Lynch keeps striving during 
training to improve in certain areas, 
including blocking and out-of-system 
play.
For ISU senior libero Kristen Hahn, 
who mentioned she had three tests this 
week, the day off is welcomed but must 
still be utilized.
“You have to be able to push 
through soreness and the idea that 
we’re not playing on Wednesday,” Hahn 
said. “It allows us to work on little things 
too — getting more reps or doing differ-
ent shots, making different plays, stuff 
like that. So I think practice will help us 
definitely.”
Saturday’s match at Texas is set 
to begin at 6:30 p.m. Saturday and 
will be broadcast live on Fox Sports 
Network.
By Dan.Cole
@iowastatedaily.com
No. 3 Longhorns pose challenge for Cyclones
Iowa State Daily
Defensive back Deon Broomfield tackles Baylor’s Terrance Williams in the game on Oct. 27, 2012, at Jack Trice Stadium. Broomfield has 32 
tackles and has forced two fumbles heading into the game this weekend. Iowa State will take on No. 12 Baylor Saturday in Waco, Texas. 
Riley Eveleth/Iowa State Daily
Senior Tenisha Matlock is on the attack against 
Kansas State on Oct. 9 at Hilton Coliseum. The 
Cyclones will travel to Austin, Texas, to take on 
the Longhorns at 6:30 p.m. Saturday. 
The setup
 ■ The ISU volleyball team travels to Austin, 
Texas, this weekend for a match against No. 
3 Texas.
 ■ The Longhorns lead the all-time series with 
Iowa State 32-4 and have been the only team 
to finish ahead of the Cyclones in the Big 12 
three of the past four seasons.
 ■ In the last meeting between the two teams 
the Cyclones won 3-2.
 ■ The match is set to begin at 6:30 p.m. 
Saturday and will be broadcast live on FSN.
ISU
Gannon
Nelson
Baylor
Gregory Aldrete
Reconstructing Ancient Greek Body Armor
Classical Kevlar
History professor Gregory Aldrete leads the Linothorax Project, an on-
going effort to reconstruct and study a widely used a type of ancient 
body armor created by laminating together layers of linen.  He is the 
Friday, October 18, 2013
3:30 pm - Gallery
Memorial Union
Sponsored by: History, Classical Studies Program, Classics Club/Eta Sigma 
Phi, International Studies Program, College of Liberal Arts & Sciences, 
Materials Science, & Engineering, Military Science Sociology, World 
Languages & Cultures, and Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB)
Frankenthal Professor of History and 
Humanistic Studies at the University 
of Wisconsin-Green Bay. He is coau-
thor of the recently published Recon-
structing Ancient Linen Body Armor: 
Unraveling the Linothorax Mystery.
4723 W Lincoln Way • Ames • (515) 292-2276 ◆ www.jaxg
oods.c
om
Follow Us:
6 Ski Flat Top Carrier
• Fits Thule rack systems, 
 round bars & most 
 factory racks 
$19995
 Mfg# 92725
Need More Room For Family Ski Trips?
               PROBLEM SOLVED
CARL
BLAKE
Carl Blake has been researching and working for years to craft the most 
delicious pig in the country. Now, his Iowa Swabian Halls, raised on his 
fteen-acre Rustik Rooster Farm, are winning culinary contests, attracting 
praise from chefs across the country, and drawing the interest of the Food 
Channel’s Andrew Zimmern. He will share how his life's work went from 
computer consulting to a passion for pig perfection, and to a guest 
appearance with two piglets on The Colbert Report. 
Friday
October 18, 2013
6 pm ~ Gallery
Memorial Union
In Pursuit of the 
Sponsored by: Bacon Expo, Culinary Science Club, 
and National Affairs Series (funded by GSB)
Perfect Pig 
Get 5% o for every 7
points scored by the 
Cyclones. Oer good 
on regular priced 
purchases of ISU 
clothing and gifts. 
Save up to 25%.  
Excludes sale items and Under Armour.
Throughout its first four Big 12 
games, the ISU soccer team scored just 
two goals. 
On Sunday against Oklahoma, that 
total ballooned to six.
After a lackluster start to the con-
ference season, ISU midfielder Emily 
Goldstein’s three goals in the 4-1 victory 
against the Sooners put the Cyclones 
(7-7-2, 1-3-1 Big 12) in contention to 
secure a spot in the Big 12 Conference 
tournament.
In other words, the ISU offense fig-
ured out how to score points at the right 
time.
“It’s been a gradual improvement 
all season and I think last weekend 
showed we can compete in the rest of 
our games,” said senior forward Jennifer 
Dominguez. “We played some of the top 
teams in the conference to start, but we 
got everything together and we played 
well this past weekend.”
ISU coach Wendy Dillinger thinks 
her team has shown in past seasons that 
it can finish the season strong, but this 
season it is finishing strong a few games 
earlier than other years.
“We’ve gained that momentum in 
previous years, but it’s always been at 
the tail end where we wished we had two 
more weeks, but now we’re in a position 
where we actually do have three more 
weeks,” Dillinger said. “At this point, 
we just want to take things game-to-
game and make sure that we’re in the 
tournament.”
The Cyclones’ final three games pit 
them against Baylor, TCU and Oklahoma 
State. 
All three teams have one conference 
win, just like Iowa State.
First up from the southern trium-
virate is Baylor (8-3-3, 1-2-1 Big 12), the 
fifth-ranked team in the conference, just 
one spot ahead of Iowa State. 
Baylor will be attempting to end a 
four-game losing streak that began on 
Sept. 29, after a 4-3 loss to West Virginia.
The Cyclones will be looking to end 
a sour streak of its own as Iowa State has 
not registered a goal against Baylor since 
a 1-0 win on Oct. 24, 2010.
“Baylor is a very strong, physical, 
fast team. They’re a very athletic team 
and they can kick it, run at you and they 
slide [well],” Goldstein said. “In the past, 
we’ve matched up with them and had 
some close games. … It’s a really good 
matchup and we play well against teams 
like that.”
Iowa State is slated to take on 
Baylor at 7 p.m. Friday during its Fan 
Appreciation Night at the Cyclone Sports 
Complex.
After suffering their first loss on the 
season to the Central Oklahoma last 
Saturday, the Cyclones are ready to get back 
to the basics.
The No. 4 Cyclone Hockey team (9-1, 
2-0 CSCHL) returns home after being on 
the road for its past four games, in which 
when the Bronchos handed the team its 
first loss in a 2-0 shutout last weekend.
In this weekend’s series against 
Williston State, the Cyclones hope to dust 
off their winning formula that is based on 
fundamentals.
“We are getting back to the details,” 
said team captain Mark Huber. “It is the lit-
tle things. The little chips off the wall, more 
pucks on net, more shots off rebounds. 
That is the main focus this week that coach 
is stressing. It is the little things that we are 
trying to correct.”
These little things have been helping 
the Cyclones win all season. The team is 
averaging 5.4 goals per game while only al-
lowing 1.7 goals. Iowa State has yet to face 
many of the tougher teams that are on its 
schedule. However, the series against the 
Tetons will be different, as they are a junior 
college hockey team.
To goalie Matt Cooper, it doesn’t mat-
ter what level of team the Cyclones are play-
ing, though. He said he wants Iowa State to 
go into every game planning to leave every-
thing on the ice.
“No matter who you are going up 
against, you really want to come into it with 
the same kind of mentality,” Cooper said.
The Tetons are familiar with upset. 
Last season they beat Minot State, who 
was last year’s American Collegiate Hockey 
Association champions, and won against 
Arizona State, No. 2 in the ACHA this year.
ISU coach Al Murdoch has been fo-
cusing on the rudiments of hockey, such 
as skating speed and physicality, this week 
in practice to make sure that the Cyclones 
don’t undergo the same fate as Minot State 
and Arizona State.
But Murdoch said he also hopes that 
returning to the basics will translate to 
better performances on the ice by the 
Cyclones. Murdoch said he liked to see the 
Cyclones move from killing 89.6 percent of 
their penalties to more than 90 percent.
Moreover, Murdoch said he wants 
the Cyclones to improve on executing the 
power play. Nevertheless, Murdoch’s main 
emphasis is still his team’s ability to put the 
puck in the back of the net.
“Coming out of Central Oklahoma, 
where they shut us out, I want to see some 
more offensive pop,” Murdoch said. “The 
offensive forwards have to put the puck in 
the net; that’s the biggest thing.”
This is the first time the Cyclones have 
faced the Tetons. But after their last loss, 
they aren’t taking anything for granted.
“It doesn’t matter what the rankings 
are. If you don’t show up to play, you’re go-
ing to lose,” Huber said. “If you don’t take 
someone seriously, it will back fire.”
The Cyclones will face the Tetons at 
7:30 p.m. Friday and at 8 p.m. Saturday at 
the Ames/ISU Ice Arena.
It seemed as if rival 
Nebraska was well on its 
way to beating Iowa State 
for the 10th straight time. 
After back and forth racing 
all day, the Cyclones need-
ed to take the three top 
spots in the 200 individual 
medley and first and third 
in the 400 medley relay.
Iowa State (0-0-1) did 
just that and hopes the 
momentum from tying 
Nebraska will carry into 
this weekend’s meets.
“Our coaches told us 
going into it that we need-
ed to go one, two, three to 
have a chance at winning 
or tying,” said individual 
medley swimmer Sarah 
Deis.
Teammates Marissa 
Engel and Imelda Wistey 
finished second and third 
respectively, to complete 
the sweep. Then to finish 
the meet, Iowa State placed 
first and third in the 400 
medley to clinch the tie at 
150-150.
The team comeback 
was sparked by the near 
return of an individual. 
Freshman Karyl Clarete 
nearly came from a full 
body length back in the 
1000 freestyle, only to be 
out touched by 0.4 seconds.
“That really carried 
the momentum through 
the 200s, because we came 
in one, two, three in that, 
so I think that energy from 
the 1000 just carried on,” 
Clarete said.
The Cyclones hope to 
ride that positive momen-
tum into this weekend, 
where they will face a dif-
ferent type of competition.
“It’s really exciting that 
that was our first meet and 
then to look forward and 
wonder what we are going 
to be able to accomplish 
this season,” Deis said.
Friday the Cyclones 
will face off against South 
Dakota State, who Iowa 
State is 8-0 against all-time, 
including a 184-102 win 
last season.
South Dakota State is 
currently 1-1 on the sea-
son, with a loss to North 
Dakota and a win against 
Nebraska-Omaha. The 
Jackrabbits were picked 
to finish fourth out of sev-
en teams in the Summit 
league preseason polls. 
The team also returns five 
all-league performers from 
a year ago.
After that, the team 
travels to South Dakota, 
who Iowa State is 6-0 
against all-time, including 
a 246-53 win last season. In 
an effort to keep the team 
focused and competitive, 
ISU coach Duane Sorenson 
will employ a number of 
strategies.
South Dakota has 
competed in only one dual 
so far this year and lost to 
Minnesota State-Mankato 
by a close score of 147.5 
to 152.5. The Coyotes were 
picked to finish one spot 
behind South Dakota State 
in the Summit League pre-
season polls at fifth.
In order to avoid over-
looking their opponent, 
the team will focus not 
only on beating their op-
ponents but also on rac-
ing each other and going 
after school record times. 
Sorenson will also place 
his swimmers in different 
events.
Instead of competing 
in their best events, the 
swimmers will get time 
to work on their weaker 
events.
“It will allow other 
people to shine, but they 
still need to stand up and 
race,” Sorenson said. “We 
can’t take anybody for 
granted.”
By Beau.Berkley
@iowastatedaily.com
By Will.Musgrove
@iowastatedaily.com
By Chris.Wolff
@iowastatedaily.com
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Swimming, diving hopes to keep 
momentum up in South Dakota
Murdoch emphasizes basics following recent loss
ISU seeks to net 1st goal 
against Baylor in 3 years
File: Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
Senior forward Mark Huber attempts to break free from two defenders Sept. 27 at Ames/ISU Ice Arena. The Cyclones aim to return to their winning formula against the Tetons this weekend.
2007 Mini Cooper for sale. $7,950. 
6-speed. Full sun roof, excellent gas 
mileage, excellent condition and a 
great college car. Call 515-290-9368.
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM  Paid survey 
takers needed in Ames. 100% free to 
join. Click on surveys.
Dublin Bay hiring kitchen help. Apply 
in person at 320 S. 16th Street. South 
of Kmart.
Independent Students You may qualify 
for reduced rent or even free! 1 or 2 
BR apts for rent in Nevada, Huxley, & 
Boone Rental Assistance and Utility 
Allowance is available, onsite laundry, 
no pets This institution is an equal 
opportunity employer and provider 
Handicap Accessible/Equal Housing 
Opportunity Call 515-290-2613 or visit 
us at www.tlpropertiesiowa.com
The Grove Apartm
ents
October 26
Noon-4pm
OPEN
HOUSE
515.232.1046 • 1407 S. Grand Ave.• GOGROVE.COM • infoames@gogrove.com
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
•Rentals
•Sorority
& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 25 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
Youth Counselor
WALK-IN INTERVIEWS
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2013 FROM 5 PM TO 7 PM AT
OLDE MAIN BREWERY
316 MAIN STREET
AMES IOWA
ENJOY APPETIZERS AS WELL AS INTERVIEW WITH 
WOODWARD ACADEMY
Woodward Academy is a juvenile centered program that focuses 
on education, vocations, and athletics. If you are unable to 
attend the walk-in interviews and for more information, please 
go to www.wwacademy.com
EOE/AA
PUBLIC NOTICE OF STORM WATER DISCHARGE
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BIKE AUCTION
More than 200 bicycles!
Saturday, Oct. 19  Viewing begins at 9 a.m. | Auction begins at 10 a.m.
ISU Surplus Warehouse 1120 Southern Hills Drive, Suite 105 
Today’s Birthday 
(10/18/13) 
Jump from one excellent 
adventure to another this 
year. Explore new cultures, 
techniques, strategies and skills. 
Your career and income do well 
especially next April, July and 
October. Partnerships remain 
key and change with the current 
endeavor. Grow your social 
networks by playing with the 
great people you know. Pack 
light for freedom.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 
0 the most challenging.
Aries 
(March 21-April 19)
 Today is a 7 -- Modify careful 
plans. Optimism increases. You 
won’t know results until you go 
for it. The proof is in the pudding, 
and there’s joy in the process 
now. Wax philosophical under 
the Full Moon. 
Taurus 
(April 20-May 20)
Today is a 5 -- Find a quiet 
place to get productive. Turn 
off phones and avoid social 
media distractions. Balance a 
wandering mind by focusing 
on the details. Don’t discuss 
finances, yet. Take it slow, and get 
clear with a walk outside.
Gemini 
(May 21-June 20)
Today is a 7 -- A turning point 
arises regarding finances. Waste 
causes a disagreement. Consider 
revisions to your plans. Provide 
hugs rather than admonishing. 
Should you stay or go? That’s the 
question. Don’t buy toys just yet. 
Work it out together.
Cancer 
(June 21-July 22)
Today is a 7 -- Old methods are 
inadequate. Make sure you know 
what’s specifically requested 
before doing the work. Don’t 
gamble. You have less than you 
thought. Revise the budget. 
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Check your 
pockets for leaks. Don’t gamble; 
stick with sure things. Don’t 
make assumptions, either. Figure 
it out later. A turning point 
develops around your education. 
Do the research before making 
investments. 
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 -- Don’t let a 
financial shortfall ruin your good 
mood. There’s a shift in the tide 
around the services you provide. 
Set priorities and aim for your 
new destination. Luckily, you 
have plenty of what you need. 
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
 Today is a 6 -- It’s okay to get 
dirty. Your feelings shine through 
the grime. Remember your 
manners. A new financial view 
arises. Shop carefully; there may 
be less this week. It’s a difficult 
time to be on the road. 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
Today is a 7 -- Present your 
ideas in writing or recording. You 
achieve a new balance. Friends 
and money don’t mix well. A 
financial turning point arises. 
There’s more to finish than you 
remembered. Stay skeptical of 
grandiose promises.
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 -- Postpone travel. 
Thoughts come together. For 
about a month, feminine love 
and beauty enchants. Allow 
time for changes to manifest. 
Continue your preparation. 
A turning point arises. You’re 
becoming a teacher as well as a 
student.
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
 Today is a 6 -- Call a distant 
friend. Develop a turning point 
around your self-confidence. 
Keep your objective in mind. 
Costs are higher than expected, 
and resources shorter. Imagine 
a firm foundation. Consider the 
options in private meditation.
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
 Today is a 7 -- Work interferes 
with playtime. Choose a partner 
with complimentary skills. Don’t 
let them deplete the funds. 
Take the philosophical high 
road. You’re gaining confidence. 
Get the word out, and share a 
message. Friends interfere with a 
romantic moment.
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 -- Accept criticism 
gracefully. Funds could fall 
short. Maintain your position. 
Work takes precedence, and 
the environment feels friendlier. 
Develop new work habits for a 
productive flowering. Open your 
mind, and share the challenge.
1 Hardly hardy
6 Wind instrument
10 Minute Rice  
      instruction
14 Caused
15 Title lover in a 
1920s Broadway hit
16 Cartoonist Peter
17 Camp Granada  
     chronicler Sherman
18 Hipsters who  
      prefer old-school  
      programming  
      languages?
20 Minute Rice  
      instruction
21 “Knots  
      Landing” actress __ 
      Park Lincoln
22 Mythical transport
23 Tiny Timex?
26 Challenger, for one
27 NFL gains
28 One was written to 
      Billie Joe
29 Bolted, say
31 Not ‘neath
32 Shot
33 It’s inspired
34 British bombshell  
      Diana
35 Golf club used as a  
      dance pole?
38 Literary __
40 Hikes
41 Scam
42 Pack animal
43 Friday is one: Abbr.
44 Boxers’ org.?
45 Memphis-to- 
      Mobile dir.
48 Register button
50 Furrier’s  
      assessment?
53 Latin catchall
55 Garden tool
56 __ bene
57 R2D2’s bar order?
59 Kind of acid
60 Mime
61 Part of Q.E.D.
62 “A Horrible  
      Experience of  
      Unbearable  
      Length” author
63 “We should!”
64 Mates
65 Two-part curves
1 Carrying extra  
    weight
2 Another round,  
    perhaps
3 Goes off script
4 2006 World Cup  
    champion
5 Colleague of Boris
6 Get out
7 Options above  
    “none of the above”
8 Pointed end
9 Org. created by the 
1964 Civil Rights Act
10 Iliac lead-in
11 Magician’s way  
      out, maybe
12 Whole number
13 Team lists
19 Fill the hold
21 Aphid predator
24 Type of malware
25 Bristle
30 Slow flow
32 Western star  
      makeup
33 Pop-ups, e.g.
34 Cozy retreat
35 Had to wear the  
      winning team’s  
      jersey, say
36 Decides
37 Viva __
38 Like some files
39 Carbon-14, e.g.
43 Narrow cut
44 Scrubs
45 Puts away
46 Ricky Gervais’ forte
47 Demands, as  
      payment
49 “Zut __!”: French  
      exclamation
51 In front
52 Hoity-toity types
54 “Great  
      Expectations”  
      convict Magwitch
58 Stat for Clayton  
      Kershaw
59 Busy one that has  
      made its mark  
      in this puzzle’s five  
      longest answers
Crossword
Across
Down
Sudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains every digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to 
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
LEVEL: 1 2 3 4
Horoscope by  Linda Black
Daily Fun & Games
Puzzle answers available online at: www.iowastatedaily.com/puzzles
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
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